Design Consideration for Window Placement to Provide the View within the Patient's Visual Range
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This study argues on the importance of considering the visual capacity of the observers in the placement of the windows to provide views to the natural outdoor environment. In particular, this study explores the mechanism of seeing that involves foveal and peripheral view in defining the patients’ visual capacity in experiencing the spaces of the healing environment. The placement of windows to connect the inside with the outside becomes irrelevant when their placement is not within the patient’s visual range. To examine the patient’s view toward the windows, we performed a 3D simulation of a hospital inpatient room and captured the scenes representing the foveal and peripheral views of the openings from various positions of bedridden patients. The region calculation of the opening elements within the captured image reveals the presence of opening within the peripheral range of patients’ view. This study suggests that the design of healing environment should not be based merely on the physical arrangement of interior elements, but should also consider how the elements are experienced within the view of the patient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This study addresses how the limited visual capacity of the patient needs to be considered in providing the patients with the view of the natural outdoor environment. Research has suggested that the outdoor view has an impact on the patient’s healing and recovery process (Waroonkun, 2018). Patients assigned to the room with a windows view tend to experience faster recovery, show fewer complaints, and require fewer doses of the medicine than the patients in the room without a windows view (Ulrich, 1984). However, the presence of the windows in the patient room may become irrelevant when their placement does not consider the real visual experience of the patients. It becomes necessary to consider the arrangement in relation to the patient’s seeing capacity (Sengke et al., 2018).

The study on the patient’s real visual experience requires the understanding of the seeing mechanism as a way to mediate the gap between the seeing experience and the arrangement of the visual elements in space. This study suggests the shifting paradigm from merely providing visual stimuli for the patient to entering into a patient’s visual experience. The shifting paradigm suggests an alternative approach in understanding space; space is no longer seen only as an organization of the interior elements to be seen from various angles (Kleine, 2018), but space becomes meaningful when understood as the arrangement of elements located within the users’ visual range. Entering into the visual experience of the viewer can be attempted by capturing the images from the patients’ point of view; hence the body and the image-space experienced by the patient becomes a representation of the patient experience (Vall & Zwijnenberg, 2009; Weigel & Paul, 2003).

The interior design of the healing environment often demonstrates a lack of attention to the placement of windows as a medium to provide the outdoor view for patients. This leads to a
question regarding the potential of openings to provide the view for the patients. In particular, this study addresses the questions: How much are the openings visible to the patients as represented by the proportion of area seen within the visual range of patient? And how do the different patients’ positions change the visual range?

1.1. The role of windows in the patient’s experience

Being in a healthcare environment has a potential impact in causing stress to patients (Cervinka et al., 2014). The view through the windows can give a momentary experience of feeling nature and being detached from the hospital setting. The view of nature in the hospital could provide psychological and emotional healing (Helphand, 2019). As also found in many settings such as schools, offices and hospitals, windows can offer psychological benefits, recover stress, and improve peace and calmness (Alam & Shari, 2019; Hussein, 2009; Jamaludin et al., 2018; Orbon et al., 2019). Research indicates that access to nature view through the windows is the predictor of patients’ satisfaction and eventually their health and wellbeing (Hussein, 2009; Malek et al., 2018; Yuniati et al., 2018). The window openness to natural view is related to patients’ satisfaction with space, spaciousness and satisfaction (Ozdemir, 2010; Yildirim et al., 2007).

Relation to nature has been found to encourage the patients to maintain self-care behaviour, reduce negative emotions and induce positive emotions (Hunter et al., 2019; Lyons & Carhart-Harris, 2018). The window views could give positive impact not only psychologically, but also in terms of physical health as proven the effect on the human immune system (Rainey, 2019). Unfortunately, the opportunity to see through the windows is not always present for all patient conditions, thus may create anxiety for the patient. The views are especially important for patients in the bedridden condition who are restricted to stay in the same room and limited in their movement (Ulrich, 1993; Ulrich et al., 2008). The presence of elements that can bring the outside view into the inside becomes crucial for patients with limited mobility.

However, there is a lack of research on how the windows and views of nature are experienced within the patients’ visual experience. The above studies tend to suggest the presence of windows to provide the view within the patient’s vision. It becomes necessary to understand the seeing mechanism that explains the patient’s visual experience and visual capacity and use this understanding as the basis for studying the visual experience of windows from the patients’ position. This study argues that by capturing the images from the patient’s experience, our approach in designing the arrangement of space elements could become more objective and more meaningful for the patients’ healing and recovery process. It becomes necessary to understand the visual experience of patients from the static point of view toward their surrounding environment.

1.2. Visual capacity in the experience of space: Foveal and peripheral vision

This study emphasizes the value of the elements in the physical environment that are fit within the range of visual range capacities in the patient’s viewing experience. The concept of isovist is used to understand parts of the environment that could be visible from a particular point of view (Turner et al., 2001). A previous study on isovist in healthcare environment indicates the possibility to identify the areas that are visible and not visible for the purpose of monitoring and navigation in the hospital environment (Johanes & Yatmo, 2018). However, such studies do not consider the limitation of the observer’s visual range. It becomes necessary to study the visual experience by understanding the parts that are beyond the visibility area of an environment, thus explaining the relationship of the parts of the interior (Johanes et al., 2015). This research attempts to extend the idea of isovist as the visible area by considering the patient’s visual capacity in seeing this visible area. In other words, this study reveals the isovist within the restricted patients’ visual range.

The seeing mechanism could be understood based on the field of view from the observer. The field view in general is the same from person to person (Walsh, 2011) however, the light-sensitivity threshold created the limit for the field of view based on the degrees away from the fixation, and this gives the boundary for the field of view depending on the photoreceptor in the retina area. The region of the field of view can be divided into the central area which is called the area of foveal vision and the perifoveal area as the peripheral vision (Remington & Remington, 2012).
Several studies have identified the range limit of foveal vision. The foveal vision area is divided into three parts (Chua et al., 2016; Ishiguro & Rekimoto, 2011). The first part is 40-50 as a range that allows the precision reading of the text; the second part is 300-400 as a range that allows the seeing of a shape of an object. The function of foveal vision is to allow the observer to identify the essential visual element within the visual sphere (Levin et al., 2011). The peripheral vision can also be categorized into two parts: the horizontal peripheral vision and the vertical peripheral vision. The horizontal visual range is around 1500-2100 and the vertical visual range is around 600-750. The vertical visual range is the superior area that begins from the horizontal line of sight to the upward sight of 00-600, and the inferior area that begins from the horizontal line of sight to the downward sight of 00-750 (Herman, 2007; Olver et al., 2014). By examining the parts of the environment that are within these ranges, it is possible to identify which elements are within the visual range and which are not.

Both types of vision have an important role in defining the visual experience in an environment. The perception of the physical environment is formed by the integration of foveal and peripheral vision. Foveal vision is more superior in visual acuity due to the pack of photoreceptors in the central retinal area and the higher density of ganglion cells. Compared to peripheral vision, the foveal vision allows for better perception of depth in three-dimensional scenes, recognition of complex pattern, and in discrimination tasks based on the high resolution of foveal vision and visuomotor integration (Dagnelie, 2011).

Meanwhile, the peripheral vision has a low visual acuity in obtaining visual information, due to the distribution of the photoreceptors, which are more numerous. Nevertheless, peripheral vision has an important role in providing the experience of interiority in space. There are several strengths of peripheral vision, such as in creating the image of the surrounding world in 2d visual and 3d visual sphere, allocating the gaze to a spatial position (Hitzel, 2015), locating the fixation target and collecting the foveal attention in visual working memory through multiple fixations (Artal, 2017), and allocating foveal attention based on spatial context in enable to adapt to the changing environment (Suter & Harvey, 2016).

Understanding the foveal and peripheral views is not enough to establish the spatial experience; it is necessary to integrate a series of views of foveal vision to be connected to one another to form a figure-ground relationship that will set into the elements of peripheral vision (Kubovy & Pomerantz, 2019). The figure-ground relationship is defined by the principles guiding the configuration of the parts such as size, surrounded, convexity, symmetry and parallel (Handel, 2019).

Dagnelie (2011) believed that it is the foveal vision that provides the focused view that established the visual experience. Foveal vision offers the view of the parts that set up the whole viewing experience. However, peripheral vision has several strengths in such a way that it supports Pallasmaa’s argument on the role of the peripheral vision in defining space experience in architecture. The very essence of the lived experience is created by the unfocused peripheral vision, and architectural spaces provide stimuli for peripheral vision and centre us in the space (Pallasmaa, 2012) while the foveal view of the scene restricts the visual experience.

In relation to the current study on the window view for patients, the peripheral vision will lead to patient’s seeing experience position as the centre of the environment. However, it is also necessary to explore more to confirm the role of the focus view through the potentiality and the limitation of foveal vision. The study of foveal vision could explain the part of the windows that are within the patient’s view. But there is also a need to understand how the visual elements in foveal and peripheral vision are combined to establish a whole seeing experience.

2. METHODS
2.1 Setting of simulation study
This study was conducted by simulating the patient’s seeing experience in a typical inpatient room. The simulated setting is an inpatient room that could accommodate four patients. The arrangement consists of four patients bed, one toilet, curtain rails that divide between patient’s beds and other furniture. The dimension of the inpatient room is 6300 mm width, 6635 mm length, and 2600 mm height. The windows view is present on one side of the wall, in the forms of two doors and one window made of transparent glass panels with aluminium frame.
The dimension of each door is 900 mm wide and 2600 high, while the dimension of the windows is 1000 mm wide and 1600 mm high. The total door and windows area is approximately 50% of the area of the wall where they are attached. There is a patient toilet on the left side of this wall which reduces the area of the wall that could have openings.

2.2. Simulation procedure: Mapping the patient’s visual sphere

The use of computational medium allows for the visualization of various aspects of spatial configuration that support the performance of healthcare environment (Johanes et al., 2015; Sengke & Atmodiwirjo, 2017). In this study, the representation of the visual sphere is performed by mapping the 3d spherical scene into the 2d medium. The visual sphere from a single point of view consists of the scene within the angle of foveal vision and peripheral vision. The series of the scene of foveal and peripheral vision was captured by using the camera view in the Rhinoceros 3d simulation model of the patient’s room. The model shows the main architectural and interior elements of the patient room. The camera point is set to simulate the patient’s point of view which is assumed to be in lying position on the bed, with the eyepoint at the height of 1200mm and the distance from the rear wall was 530mm.

In this study, the presentation of the mapping coordinate visual system was a stereographic projection from the angle of foveal and peripheral vision. It consists of the combination of the foveal view of 30° at the horizontal and vertical direction, and the peripheral view that covers the horizontal range of 210° and the vertical range of 135°, each divided into the segments of 15°, and altogether create the grid of the visual sphere. The camera view was used to capture the scene to represent the eye movement in each of the 15° segments within these horizontal and vertical range (Figure 2).

The setting of camera view thus produces 13 images in the horizontal direction of the eye movement and eight images in the vertical direction of the eye movement. Altogether the series of horizontal and vertical images create a visual coordinate system mapping based on a projected visual view of the patient’s sphere. The horizontal viewpoints are mapped into the x-axis, and the vertical viewpoints are mapped into the y-axis in the patient’s visual coordinate system.

Based on the mapping of the patients’ visual sphere, the calculation of the region of interior elements and the region of the windows view was performed using the MATLAB image region analyzer to calculate the region properties. Before the calculation, the image needs to be transformed into several classes using the image
segmenter, to represent the parts of the image, into a logical class through the image segmenter, to determine the image in parts. For the purpose of the study, the region calculation was performed in the scene that encompasses the region that represents the pieces of outdoor view, consisting of the door panels, upper door panels, windows panels, and upper windows panels. The calculation resulted in the percentage of the total regions of the elements that represent the total area of outdoor view.

Figure 3: Calculation example of region percentage in visual sphere and in each scene
Source: Authors, 2019

3. RESULTS
3.1. Overall visual experience from four patient positions
Based on the results of the simulation, it was found that from the 100% visual sphere of the patient, the view area to the openings of doors and windows in the four patients’ point of view is within the range of 0.23% to 1.86%, and all are located within their peripheral view. The patient room has a symmetrical layout in terms of the beds’ position. This means that each opposite positions have the mirroring position of the view area in the visual sphere.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the patients positioned on the right side (P1 and P2) have the view area to the openings on the right-downward parts of their visual sphere, which means the openings could only be within their vision when they slightly move their eyes toward the right-downward direction. Meanwhile, the patients positioned on the left side (P3 and P4) have the view area to the openings on the left-downward parts of their visual sphere, which means the openings could only be visible with left-downward direction of eye movement.
However, the size of the view area of the openings is different for the four patients’ point of view. The largest opening view is from P2 position, which has 1.86% of opening view area, and the smallest is from P4 position, which has 0.23% of opening view area. Meanwhile, P1 and P3 position have 0.42% and 0.24% of opening view area respectively. The differences in the size of the view to the opening are determined by the relation between the position of each point of view and the placement of the view area. Although the symmetrical layout should create similar distance from the opposite point of view to the view area, in fact, the symmetrical layout is interrupted by the configuration of space, in which the placement of the patient toilet creates an interruption of view for the patient in P3 and P4 position.

The opening view area from P1 is 0.42%, which is smaller than the opening view area of 1.86% from P2. This is due to the distance from the point of view to the wall with openings. From the opening wall, the distance to P1 position is 6025mm while the distance to P2 is 3751mm. P2 position has the largest opening view area from all four positions because this point has the smallest distance to the opening elements. Meanwhile, the opening view area from P3 and P4 only slightly differ, which are 0.24% and 0.23% respectively. Although there are differences in distance from the point of view to the opening wall, the opening view area is almost similar in those positions due to the interruption of the view by the placement of the patient toilet at the left side of the opening wall. Hence, these two positions similarly experience restricted vision toward the openings. When comparing P3 and P2, which have the similar distance to the opening wall, it can be seen that view to the openings from P3 is more restricted than the view from P2, which are 0.24% and 1.86% respectively, as the result of the configuration of space.

The percentage of opening view area within the range of 0.23% and 1.86% only represents the parts of the scene that include the opening elements. Further analysis is needed to analyse the regions of elements that incorporate the parts of scenes. Capturing the regions that represent the smaller parts of opening elements is needed to parse the anatomy of the opening element in order to identify the area of opening elements that are visible within the patients’ view.
3.2. The view of openings from each patient’s position

Figure 5 illustrates the regions that are visible from each of the patient position. The regions are captured from each scene that incorporates the transparent glass doors and windows as the opening elements. The captured images of the regions show the parts of the elements that are included within the range of vision. From position P1 and P2, the patient can see the openings when moving the eye to the right-downward direction. It can be seen that at the most downward view from the vertical angle of 30°-75°, as the eye moves toward the right, the opening element region becomes larger, which means the larger the openings that can be visible. This is also found in P3 and P4, in which the opening elements become larger as the eyes move toward the left.

Table 1 presents the region area with openings in each scene as the eyes move toward the peripheral; the region area is presented as: (a) the percentage of opening regions from the whole visual sphere; and (b) the percentage of opening regions from each scene. In general, from the four patients’ positions, the region areas of the opening elements are the largest in the scene just before the last scene; it shows the scene viewed at 75° horizontal angle of view, either in lower left peripheral view (in P3 and P4) or the lower right peripheral view (in P1 and P2). The largest opening region area 20.44% from P1, 67.68% from P2, 17.89% from P3 and 11.46% from P4, as marked in bold in Table 1.
Table 1. Scenes and region area of opening elements in each peripheral view scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>View of openings</th>
<th>No of scene w/ openings</th>
<th>No of subscene w/ openings</th>
<th>Region area with openings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Percentage of whole visual sphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Lower right peripheral</td>
<td>4 scenes</td>
<td>13 subscenes</td>
<td>0.03%; 0.08%; <strong>0.19%</strong>; 0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Lower right peripheral</td>
<td>8 scenes</td>
<td>21 subscenes</td>
<td>0.01%; 0.05%; 0.05%; 0.11%; 0.21%; 0.36%; <strong>0.66%</strong>; 0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Lower left peripheral</td>
<td>4 scenes</td>
<td>16 subscenes</td>
<td>0.03%; 0.08%; <strong>0.17%</strong>; 0.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Lower left peripheral</td>
<td>3 scenes</td>
<td>12 subscenes</td>
<td>0.07%; <strong>0.11%</strong>; 0.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to figure-ground composition, the scene with the largest region area of opening elements shows the domination of opening elements as the figure in the entire composition at that scene. It captures the opening elements as the figure both in the scenes before and after that particular scene. Meanwhile, in the scene with less region area of opening elements, the scene is dominated by other elements as the ground. The region division explains the role of the region as a figure and as a part of the whole visual composition. The opening elements of the doors and the windows are not unified. Each element consists of several regions, and each region suggest a view to the outside that is not continuous but interrupted because of the limited scope of the region area. Therefore, each region has a different capacity in presenting the outdoor view.

The results also indicate the different distribution of the scenes with opening elements within the whole visual sphere. The scenes with openings are present within the right peripheral view at the range of 45-105° for P1 and 30-105° for P2, which is at the limit of the peripheral view. Meanwhile, the scenes with openings are present within the left peripheral view at the range of 30-90° for P3 and 45-90° for P4. This difference in this distribution seems to be related to the difference in the distance to the opening wall, and eventually related to the number of scenes and subscenes as well as the size of region areas that incorporate the opening elements.

The number of scenes illustrates the capturing of the opening elements of doors and windows from the four position. P2 position captures the largest size of the opening elements, which comprises upper half parts of the doors and windows; this is possible due to the closer distance to the opening wall. On the other hand, position P3, which has the similar distance to the opening wall, capture less area of openings, due to the interruption by the toilet element. For the positions with further distance from the opening wall, P1 and P4, both only capture the relatively smaller size of opening elements, which is only the upper part of the door and windows.

![Figure 6. The region areas of opening elements visible from the four patient’s point of view](Source: Authors, 2019)

4. DISCUSSION

This study explores the patients’ visual experience of the openings through the seeing mechanism, which explains the visual experience that consists of foveal and peripheral vision (Remington & Remington, 2012). The foveal view captures the details of the space (Dagnelie, 2011) it describes the area as encoding features...
of the visual environment, particularly the features or elements depicting spatial layouts. Meanwhile, the peripheral view represents the spatial visual context and allows the observer to relate to the surrounding (Pallasmaa, 2012). This study argues the thought of Pallasmaa that experiencing architectural space occurs only by the unfocused peripheral vision. In fact, the peripheral view can not occur without the focus view. It is the movement of the foveal vision that creates the sequences of the visual surface in one’s visual experience. Through a series of scenes of the movement of foveal vision, we can appreciate the context of the whole visual environment represented by the peripheral view. If we only consider our experience from one peripheral point of view, we miss the experience of space in recognizing parts clearly in a more detailed context.

The openings in the inpatient ward are expected to offer the benefits for the patients’ healing process as argued by previous research on windows in the healthcare environment (Chen, 2014; Helphand, 2019; Ulrich, 1984; Ulrich et al., 2008). However, this study found that the openings are only partially included within the patient’s peripheral view range. There are no opening areas within the foveal view. This suggests that the patients have the incomplete visual experience of the openings and unable to perceive the openings as the focus in seeing. Moreover, only the upper parts of the openings are visible from the position of the patients. The placement of the openings that are only partially seen does not allow the observer to comprehend the relationship of the parts of the interior (Bekkering et al., 2008). Thus the presence of the openings in the inpatient room does not automatically provide the view to the outdoor environment needed by the patients.

The visual experience as illustrated in this simulation occurs due to the condition of patients lying on the bed. The limited visual capacity of the patients in the bedridden condition is related to the position and orientation of the patient’s point of view, the distance from the openings and the configuration of opening elements as well as the potentially visually disrupting elements. The findings suggest the discrepancies between the designer’s perspective in the placement of the doors and windows as the opening area and the perspective of the patient in experiencing space. From the designer’s perspective, the connection between the inside and outside is understood by seeing the space as a whole, which incorporates the openings. This seems to be based on the assumption on the experience of space in the normal standing position with the optimum visual capacity to cover most parts of space and space elements. However, from patient’s perspective, the patient can not experience the view through the openings as intended by design due to the limitation of the visual experience, in which the openings are located within the peripheral view.

5. CONCLUSION

This study simulates the patient’s visual experience of the openings in the inpatient ward by identifying the scenes containing opening elements as captured from four patient’s positions. It reveals the limited view toward the openings from the patients’ point of view, which is only within the range of 0.23-1.86% located in the peripheral view range of the whole visual sphere. The result indicates that the patients could only view the openings in their peripheral view range, and no openings are present within the foveal view range. The opening elements that are within the view are only partial, which suggests the incomplete experience of the view through the opening. The limitation of patient’s view of the opening elements is related to several factors, such as the distance from the patient’s point of view to the opening wall, the angle of view, and the configuration of space.

The findings of this study indicate the limitation in the visual capacity of the patient in seeing the openings, which are only partially visible within the range of the peripheral view. This suggests the discrepancies between the placement of the door and windows openings and the patient’s visual experience while being in bedridden condition. The findings raise a question on the role of openings in supporting the healing process of the patients when the placement does not consider the point of view of the patients. This study emphasises on the importance to understand the patient’s seeing capacity in experiencing the elements of space in the healing environment. The patient seeing experience, in particular the ability to access the view to the outdoor, becomes essential in promoting the healing process. The limitation of view from the patient’s position should be anticipated in the design of interior space layout and interior elements.
Further research needs to consider exploring the areas that can provide the optimal viewing experience for patients. This needs to become the basis for the placement of the openings to ensure the presence of outdoor view within the patients’ foveal range of view, to promote the patient’s ability to adapt to the environment while being in the bedridden condition. Understanding the relationship between patient’s view and the environment is important for paradigm shifting, from designing based on the arrangement of interior elements (including the placement of openings) to designing based on the patient’s seeing experience of the surrounding. In this way, the design of the interior could contribute more meaningfully to the patients’ healing process.
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